ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
"Speech" according to Webster's Dictionary is the "communication or expression of throughout in speaker words". Speech signal not only caries the information that is need to communicate among people but also contents the information regarding the particular speaker. The nonlinguistic characteristics of a speaker help to classify speaker (male or female). Features like power spectrum density, frequency at maximum power carry speaker information. These speaker features can be tracked well varying the frequency characteristics of the vocal tract and the variation in the excitation. The speech signal also carry the information of the particular speaker including social factors, affective factor and the properties of the physical voices production apparatus for which human being are able to recognize whether the speaker is a male or a female easily, during telephone conversation or any hidden condition of the speaker [1] [2] . With the current concern of security worldwide gender classification has received great deal of attention among of the speech researchers. Also a rapidly developing environment of computerization, one of the most important issues in the developing world is gender recognition.
Gender recognition, which can be classified into two different tasks: Gender identification and Gender verification. In the identification task, or 1: N matching, an unknown speaker is compared against a database of N known speakers, and the best matching speaker is returned as the recognition decision. The verification task, or 1:1 matching, consists of making a decision whether a given voice sample is produced by a claimed speaker. An identity claim (e.g., a PIN code) is given to the system, and the unknown speaker's voice sample is compared against the claimed speaker's voice template. If the similarity degree between the voice sample and the template exceeds a predefined decision threshold, the speaker is accepted, and otherwise rejected.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II shows the related works. Section III describes the mathematical tools and techniques for gender recognition systems. Section IV describes speech recording and feature extraction process. Computations of power and frequency spectrum are described in section V. System implementation is detailed in section VI. Recognition and experimental results are given in section VII. Finally, section VIII concludes the paper.
RELATED WORKS
Gender recognition is a task of recognizing the gender from his or her voice. With the current concern of security worldwide speaker identification has received great deal of attention among of the speech researchers. Also a rapidly developing environment of computerization, one of the most important issues in the developing world is speaker identification. Speech processing based several types of research work have been continuing from a few decade ago as a field of digital signal processing (DSP). The most efficient related work is "Speaker recognition in a multispeaker environment" was submitted in Proc. [4] . From the study of different previous research works it was observed that among the different features the power spectrum results in best classification rate. Based on the power spectrum, we have computed frequency spectrum from maximum power of speech signal. We have implemented a complete gender recognition system to identify particular gender (male/female) using frequency component. In addition to description, theoretical and experimental analysis, we provide implementation details as well.
MATHEMATICAL TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
For digital communication or digital signal synthesis, it is necessary to convey the analog signal such as speech, music etc. as a sequence of digitized number, which is commonly done by sampling the speech signal denoted by X n (t) periodically to produce the sequence
Where n 0 have only integer value. In this paper, we have used pulse code modulation (PCM) technique to digitize speech signal.
The sampled data are operated to find out the different parameter. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) computes the frequency information of the equivalent time domain signal [5] . Since a speech signal contains only real point values, we can make use of this fact and use a real-point Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for increased efficiency. The resulting output contains both the magnitude and phase information of the original time domain signal. The Short time Fourier analysis of windowed speech signal can produce a reasonable feature space for recognition [6] .
The Fourier Transform for a discreet time signal f kT ( ) is given by Equation (2) can be written as
W N is usually referred to as the kernel of the transform.
There are several algorithms that can considerably reduce the number of computations in a DFT.
DFT implemented using such schemes is referred to as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Among the FFT algorithms there are two popular algorithms: decimation-in-time and decimation-in frequency. Through out this paper, the DFT is computed using decimation-in-time algorithm.
SPEECH RECORDING AND FEATURE EXTRACTION
Human speech signal contains significant amount of energy within 2.5 KHz. So, we have taken the sampling rate of speech signal as 8 KHz, 8 bit mono, which is sufficient for representing signals up to 4 KHz without aliasing effect. To record speech signal we have used Intel(r) Integrated sound card, a normal microphone and windows default sound recorder software. Speech was recorded in room environment. The recorded sound was stored in PCM (.wav) sound file format. The file header is stored at the beginning of the PCM file and occupied 44 bytes [7] . We also know that the actual wave data are stored after 58 bytes from the beginning. So, to extract wave data, we first discard 58 bytes from the beginning of the wave file and then read wave data as character. This data are stored in a text file (.txt) as integer data.
Feature extraction is the process of converting the original speech signal to a parametric representation that gives a set of meaningful features useful for recognition. Feature extractions is the combination of some signal processing steps including the computation of drive data from wave sound, computation of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Power spectrum, the sample point at maximum power and finally compute the frequency.
COMPUTATION OF POWER AND FREQUENCY
Power spectrum estimation uses an estimator called peridogram [5] [6]. The power spectrum is defined at N/2+1 frequency as
Where f k is defined only for the zero and positive frequencies
To compute the power spectrum of speech, the speech data is segmented into K segments of N=2M points. Where N is the length of a window, taken as a power of 2 for the convenient computation of FFT. Each segment is FFTed separately and the resulting K periodograms are averaged together to obtain a Power Spectrum estimate at M frequency values between 0 and f c.
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The computation steps for frequency can be summarized as shown in figure 3 . 
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The following figure 4 shows the abstraction of a gender recognition system. Regardless of the type of the task (classification or verification), gender recognition system operates in two modes: training and recognition modes. In the training mode, a new gender person's voice is recorded and analysis. The recognition mode, an unknown gender person gives a speech input and the system makes a decision about the speaker's identity. Both the training and the recognition modes include feature extraction, sometimes called the front-end of the system. The feature extractor converts the digital speech signal into a sequence of numerical descriptors, called feature vectors. The features provide a more stable, robust, and compact representation than the raw input signal. Feature extraction can be considered as a data reduction process that attempts to capture the essential characteristics of the speaker with a small data rate. The software system contains the following steps:
1. To code and record the speech data as a disk file 2. To compute the Fast Fourier Transform of the data from recorded file 3. To compute the power spectrum from transformer data of step 2.
4. To compute the frequency from power spectrum of step 3.
5. To identify the Speaker as a male person or as female person or give a message that indicate the speaker is neither a male person nor a female person.
The developed system is applied to store and analyze English phonemes "A" and "B". The speech data are recorded for male and female speaker, FFT and power spectrum is calculated using these data files by the developed system. The results are shown in tabular form in Table1 
SYSTEM RESULTS

RECOGNITION RESULTS
The detailed recognition results are shown in Table 2 . 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The system was tested with 10 speakers (5 male people and 5 female people).The speech (utterance) of word ("A" and "B") of 10 speakers was recorded separately. The threshold technique was used in recognition. The objective of the experiment was to study the recognition performance of the system with different speakers. The percentage of accuracy rate of recognition has been calculated using following equations: 
CONCLUSION
In this paper the main goal was to develop a gender recognition system using speech signal. The feature selection is one of the most important factors in designing a gender recognition system. From the study of different previous research works it was observed that among the different features the power spectrum results in best classification rate. Thus the power spectrum has been selected as the feature for classification. Among the different technique, the statistical analysis and threshold technique is simple in computation and produces very good results. This is why this method was selected for pattern comparison in recognition process to obtain improved performance. The average recognition accuracy is 80 %. From experimental result, it can be seen that recognition rate decreases as the number of speaker increases. Therefore, the system efficiency is decreases, if the number of reference speakers in the speaker database increases. For recognition constant thresholds have been used. If we could use dynamic threshold for recognition it might produce more accurate and better recognition results.
